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"WHERE QUALITY COMES FIRST"

Grand Soleil d'or — see page 16

Longeray Daffodil Farm
(K. & E. HUGHES)
RMB 230,
LANCEFIELD, VIC. 3435
Phone: (054) 291 644
riere is our catalogue for February and March 1992.
Please note the changes we have made to our display open days
during September. It will be weekends only from now on. The display
will still be both indoors and out, with potted bulbs fof sale as well as
cut flowers.
The flowering times after each description are approximate only as
flowering can vary a great deal depending on the climate in your
particular area. The times range from very early which could be July
through to very late and this could be in early October. Cooler mountain
areas are later than other areas.
Silver Chimes — see page 16

Because we grow and hand select all our bulbs, we guarantee them
to be true to name and from healthy stock. In other words they are
guaranteed to flower the first year, however, as we cannot control the
way in which the bulbs are grown, please be sure to select the right
conditions to avoid disappointment in following years. Be sure to read
the growing instructions that are sent with each order.
Thanks for your custom and we hope you continue to grow and enjoy
Daffodils.
Good Gardening Everyone!
Ken & Beth Hughes
*** WHERE QUALITY COMES FIRST ***

DISPLAY AREA
Please note the changes to our display hours:
WEEKENDS ONLY
We will be open on September 5-6,12-13,19-20.
Our customers are welcome to visit our large display area during the

flowering season. As well as the outdoor display we have an indoor
display as the weather is often very cold. Admission is free.
By seeing the flowers, we hope that it will be easier for everyone to
decide which daffodils to choose. Bulbs may be ordered at this time of
the year. Flowers and pots are also for sale at this time.

Geranium — vet' page /6
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
Write your order on the Order Form included with this catalogue or on a piece
of paper with your name and address in block letters.
Please include payment with order. Cash, Cheque, Money Order or Bankcard/
Mastercard/Visa.
Bulbs are posted or railed during February and March. But may be ordered at
any time of the year. Orders received after the 31st March will be sent the
following year.
All bulbs despatched travel at the customer's own risk. No claims after 14 days
from despatch. Please be sure to open the parcel as soon as it arrives and keep
bulbs in a cool airy place until planted.
Cultural notes are included with every order.
All freight on wholesale orders is to be paid by custome r.

POSTAL CHARGES: The same as last year.
UP TO $35.00
VICTORIA
3.50
N.S.W., S.A., TAS.
4.50
UP TO $50.00
W.A., QUEENSLAND
8.00

OVER $35.00
FREE
FREE
OVER $50.00
FREE

TRADING HOURS during bulb season: FEBRUARY AND MARCH ONLY
10 am to 5 pm Monday to Friday
10 am to 12 noon Saturday morning

Star of Venus — see page 12

HOW TO GET THERE
Pink lace — see page 13

***

Illuminate — see page 11
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HERE QUALITY COMES FIRST' ***

Mrs D. Calvert—see page 12

COLOUR CODE
The figure immediately after the variety name indicates the
division number. The letters after the division number indicate
the flower colour, starting with the perianth (petals) colour, a
hyphen, then the corona-centre colour, through to the coronaedge colour, that is if the trumpet or cup varies.
Abbreviations: (W) White or whitish, (G) Green,
(Y) Yellow, (P) Pink, (0) Orange, (R) Red.
Highfield Beauty — see page 16

Dove Wings — see page 15

Armada --- see page 10

asmania — see page 11
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YELLOW TRUMPETS
DIVISION 1Y—Y
*4 '
0 i AKALLA 1Y—Y A very reliable and refined flower, ideal for showing. Every
bulb produces first class blooms. The flower is rich yellow, well overlapped and
)the trumpet is clean cut, without a frill and slightly rolled. EARLY—MID. $2.50
0 ARCTIC GOLD 1 Y—Y The whole flower is deep gold. An exhibition bloom
0 of superb quality. MID. $1.50
BASTION 1 Y—Y Large golden yellow trumpet of superb colouring. A rich
golden yellow throughout, tall, strong stem. LATE. $2.00
BUNGANA 1 Y—Y Medium sized, rich golden yellow. Good garden or cut
flower. EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.50
GOLDEN EMPIRE 1 Y—Y A tall large flower with an even smooth texture.
A bold flared trumpet of dark colour with a slightly paler perianth that is wide
and overlapping. EARLY. $1.00
KANDAHAR 1Y—Y An enormous yellow trumpet with a very sturdy stem. A
great cut flower. LATE. $1.00
KING ALFRED 1Y—Y Everyone knows this old favourite. EARLY. 3 bulbs
for $2.00, 12 for $7.00
McIVOR 1Y—Y A very tall, rich yellow with very bold wide open, deeply
serrated trumpet. LATE. $1.00
MAGNIFIQUE 1Y—Y This is the earliest flowering cut flower in the yellows.
Well poised on a tall, strong stem. EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.00, 12 for $7.00
(Picture
page 18)
VI
• MOONSTRUCK 1Y—Y A flower of fine quality and stately bearing. Broad
pointed perianth of lemon primrose and flanged and serrated trumpet of similar
colour, but tipped with bright lemon. EARLY. $2.00, 3 for $5.00
oft)
# PEERLESS GOLD 1 Y—Y An outstanding, large flower of rich gold colour
throughout. Strong stem. LATE. $2.50
RABAUL 1 Y—Y A clear medium yellow, with a very smooth perianth and
shapely trumpet. LATE. $1.00
WANDIN GLORY 1Y—Y Fine yellow trumpet of rich colour. Tall stem.
EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.50, 12 for $7.00
WELCOME 1Y—Y Very large and well proportioned daffodil. Tall, very
strong stem. This flower will take over the cut flower market in years to come.
EARLY. $1.50, 3 for $4.00

BICOLOUR TRUMPETS
DIVISION 1W —Y
LILYDALE 1W—Y A beautiful flower of splendid texture. Pure white
perianth with a bold deep yellow trumpet that is flanged at the mouth. Very
durable. EARLY. $1.50
PTOLEMY 1W—Y A large decorative flower. Broad creamy white perianth
with a canary yellow trumpet. EARLY. 3 for $2.00, 12 for $7.00

WHITE TRUMPETS
DIVISION 1W—W
(Many whites open cream or yellow and turn white with age.)
ri
iv CHARLES DRAPER 1 W—W A large bold white trumpet, which opens rather
creamy but changes to white after a few days. The perianth is broad and flat.
Increases very rapidly. LATE. $1.50
',VIGIL 1W—W A beautiful pure white flower. Ideal for show or the garden.
MID. $2.50
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REVERSE BICOLOUR TRUMPETS
DIVISION 1Y-W
NAPPA 1 Y-W Lovely neat yellow perianth and a cup that turns pure white
with age. MID. $2.50
RUSS HOLLAND I Y-W This flower opens greeny sulphur lemon. After a
few days the inside of the deeply frilled trumpet passes to white, while the
outside petals retain their colour. MID. $1.00
SPELLBINDER 1Y-W A large flower of clear sulphur lemon. When fully
developed the inside of the flanged trumpet turns almost to white, while the
perianth stays the same. MID. $1.25

YELLOW PERIANTH
VARIOUS COLOURED LARGE CUPS
DIVISION 2Y-COLOURED
2Y
-R
A
brightly coloured and tall variety. Light yellow
APPLE ISLE
perianth and bright orange-red cup of medium size. MID. $3.50
ARMADA 2Y-OR Broad yellow perianth. Large frilled cup of intense deep
tangerine-red. Sunproof and very vigorous. EARLY. 750, 12 for $8.50 (Picture
page 6)
BRIGHT LASS 2Y-YR A striking flower. Rich yellow perianth, widely
expanded frilled cup, deeply edged with orange-scarlet. Tough wiry stem.
EARLY. $1.00
BUSTER 2Y-O Well rounded light lemon yellow perianth of good size. The
beautiful brilliant orange-red, very flat cup contrasts extremely well. A great
decorative flower on a tall stem. MID-LATE. $10.00
CARLTON 2Y-Y A flower of good size with broad, rJ V ci lapping perianth
and large expanded cup nicely frilled at the mouth. The whole flower is clear
soft yellow. MID. 3 for $2.50, 12 for $9.00 (Picture page 8)
CHEERIO 2Y-OR Tall flower with a creamy yellow perianth, cup being
orange banded with a darker orange-red outer frill. Good cut flower. MID. 3
for $2.50
DECIMAL CURRENCY 2W-0 A big flower with a white perianth and a
large orange cup. long strong stems. EARLY. $3.50, 3 for $10.00
DR. ROSEBY 2Y-O An early flower of the most unusual colour. The broad
perianth is almost an orange-yellow. The spreading, beautifully frilled cup is
light orange throughout. EARLY. $1.00
II DELHI ROY 2Y-R Broad golden yellow perianth of great substance. The
large cup is deep orange-red to the base. Strong stem and sunproof. EARLY.
$2.50
E. E. MOREBY 2Y-R A very large flower, with broad overlapping rich
golden perianth. The medium sized cup is a solid fiery red, making a good
colour contrast. A tall robust plant with a strong stem. Free flowering and a
rapid increaser. EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.50
FORTUNE 2Y-O A large flower with a tall stem. The perianth is flat and
yellow. The long cup is a reddish orange. A vigorous grower and the flowers
last well on the plant. MID. 3 for $2.50
FURY 2Y-R A striking flower with a golden yellow perianth and large cup of
(
ck
ntense red. MID-LATE. 3 for $2.50,..,12 for $9.00
flower,
flower, Possibly the
ALWAY 2Y-Y A splendid, strong pure golden yellow
of its type. The large bloom has a broad, smooth perianth and the crown
is almost trumpet sized, flanged and frilled. MID. 3 for $2.50
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HILLBURN 2Y-R Yellow perianth with a large spreading cup of orange. Good
increaser. Ideal flower for cutting and a good garden variety. EARLY. $1.50
HUGH POATE 2Y-O Smooth bright yellow perianth, large cup of bright
orange. Good cut flower. LATE. 3 for $2.50
ILLUMINATE 2Y-OR A large flower of splendid carriage and substance.
Flat golden yellow perianth standing at right angles to the large glowing
intense hot scarlet cup. Very tall stem. EARLY. 3 for $2.50, 12 for $9.00
(Picture page 4)
JULY SUN 2Y-O Large yellow perianth with a large yellow cup banded with
orange. Tall strong stem. Good cut flower. EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.50
NEW IDEA 2Y-R The large yellow perianth is of lovely quality and good
texture, while the medium sized crown is of deep intense orange-red, a striking
contrast. When picked the colour goes more intense with age. MID. $1.00
NORMAN 2Y-R Bright yellow perianth, with very bright orange-scarlet
flared cup. Garden variety. MID. 3 for $2.50
ALMY DAYS 2Y-0 A huge flower. The perianth is a nice soft pale yellow,
while the cup is a bright orange. EARLY. $1.50, 3 for $4.00
PORT KEMBLA 2Y-O A great red cup. Its tremendous substance and purity
of colour being beyond description. The deep gold perianth is almost circular
in outline and the perfectly shaped cup is solid red. LATE. $3.50
RED LIPS 2Y-R A lovely flower. Large shovel shaped perianth of the richest
golden yellow, and with good overlap. The medium saucer shaped cup is
crinkled and of the brightest orange-red. MID-LATE. $1.50
ROSSLAIRE 2Y-0 Yellow perianth and orange cup. Strong and robust.
Good cut flower. LATE. $1.25
STAR AFFAIR 2Y-OR A large and most attractive red and yellow. Perianth
segments are well rounded and overlapping, being a slightly orangey-yellow
of great texture. The nicely rolled red cup really stands out. MID. $1.25, 3 for
$3.00 (Picture page 8)
TARLEE 2Y-R A smooth, chunky flower of remarkable substance and the
deepest red and gold colouring. A real show bloom. MID. $1.00
TASMANIA 2Y-O A large flower. Yellow perianth with a large flat cup that
opens orange-bronze. As the flower ages the cup goes darker with a faint edge
of light orange. Very tall and strong. MID. $6.00 (Picture page 7)

WHITE PERIANTH COLOURED LARGE CUP
DIVISION 2W-COLOURED
ABEL TASMAN 2W-Y A perfect flower in the large flat cup class. A strong
grower on long strong stems. The large flat cup is orange yellow, and lies on
a smooth shapely white perianth. LATE. $4.00
BELLA VISTA 2W-R A flower of lovely form, like a very large
Poeticus.White perianth and small cup edged with red. A very pretty flower on
a tall stem. LATE. $2.00
BREAD & CHEESE 2W-Y White perianth and rich yellow cup. LATE. 3 for
$2.50
CALDER ROAD 2W-Y An extra good flower in the flat cup class. The large
flat cup of yellow to light orange lies flat onto the neat white perianth. A lovely
flower of perfect formation. LATE. $4.50
FAIRY WONDER 2W-YWO A flower of perfect show type and unique
colouring. The perianth opens a limey shade and passes to white. The cup has the
same shade overlaid with salmon. MID. $1.00, 12 for $10.00 (Picture page 18)
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FRIED EGG 2W-OYO Creamy white perianth and extra large flat orange
yellow cup. The cup lays almost flat on the perianth. A vase full at eye level is
truly beautiful. As the name implies it resembles a fried egg. MID. $1.50, 3 for
$4.00 (Picture page 18)
FRILLS OF SPRING 2W-Y A most attractive flower. The perianth is milky
white and the large, bold cup is light orange with a crinkled frill. Similar in form
to Glorification but lighter in colour. MID. $2.50
GLORIFICATION 2W-0 A sensational flower, very decorative. Very broad
smooth white perianth and striking almost flat orange crown with an extraordinary double frill. A must for the home gardener. MID. $1.00, 12 for $10.00
GRAND HOSTESS 2W-Y A charming and unusual flower. The large, flat
1)crown is lemon with a tinge of orange and lays back onto the snow white
perianth. Something different. Long stems. LATE. 3 for $2.50
HOPESAY 2W-YOR Pure white perianth, broad and overlapping. The large
saucer shaped crown is pale sulphur yellow with a broad, shapely defined band
of orange-red. LATE. $1.00, 12 for $10.00
MARILYN 2W-Y A neat flower, having a pure white perianth of good
formation and texture. The shallow cup is light yellow, finely edged with red.
MID. $2.00
MONACO 2W-O White perianth of good overlap and size. The shallow fluted
cup is solid ochre-red to the base. Very tall strong stem. MID $1.00
MRS D. CALVERT 2W-R A well formed daffodil with a white perianth and
open red cup. LATE. $1.75, 3 for $4.50 (Picture page 6)
PRETTY GIRL 2W-O Milky whitc perianth of medium size. A magnificent
flat cup of the darkest apricot lays flat covering two-thirds of the perianth. A
spectacular flower. MID. $2.00
PROFESSOR EINSTEIN 2W-R A most outstanding decorative flower,
there is nothing else quite like it. The perianth is pure, glistening white and the
large flat, pleated cup is a lovely poppy red, making a striking contrast. MID.
$5.00 (Picture page 24)
ROCOCO 2W-O An enormous and highly decorative flower. The perianth is
broad, round and ivory white. The cup is double frilled and a deep apricot)orange. A flower with a great future. Very popular. MID. $3.00
ROYAL ROBE 2W-Y White perianth. Bold expanded lemon yellow large
cup with a fringed edge. Large flower on a tall stem. Like Walter J. Smith
but much improved. EARLY. $1.75
SELMA LAGERLOFF 2W-R A very large and striking flower. Pure white,
round perianth with a huge cup banded with bright red. LATE. $1.75
STAR OF VENUS 2W-Y A sweet flower with long purest white perianth
segments, and an almost flat cup of brightest lemon. Long stem and lasts very
well. MID. $1.00, 12 for $10.00 (Picture page 4)
TOBIN BRONZE 2W-Y A charming and distinctive flower. It has a broad,
large round white perianth and when it first opens the large expanding cup is
light orange, later turning to a lovely shade of yellow-bronze, with an attractive
frill. LATE. $3.00
TRITON 2W-Y A large flower with a clear white perianth and a frilled lemon
cup. Very strong. upstanding flower. EARLY. $2.50
WALTER J. SMITH 2W-Y Pure white perianth and a large, shallow,
expanded cup of cream with an attractive lemon frill. LATE. $1.00, /2 for
$10.00
WINNA 2W-Y A magnificent flower, having a pure white perianth and lemon
cup. A big flower with a tall strong stem. MID. $2.50
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WHITE PERIANTH PINK LARGE CUP
DIVISION 2 W-P
(Many pinks open creamy-yellow and take 2 or 3 days to reach true colour)
ANNE CAMERON 2W-P The large trumpet-like cup opens a lovely deep
glowing pink. The pure white perianth is broad and flat. The flower stands at
right angles on tall, sturdy stem. A strong healthy grower. Suitable for
showing. EARLY. $1.75, 3 for $4.50 (Picture front cover)
AUGUST PINK 2W-P A very pretty flower. The fine white perianth is quite
broad and smooth, the cup is a pure medium dark pink. EARLY $2.00, 6 for
$10.00 (Picture page 22)
,"' DANNY BOY 2W-P A flower of perfect show formation. The perianth is a
lovely ice white, of grand substance. While the trumpet shaped cup is a
beautiful shade of glowing deep salmon pink. A truly lovely flower. LATE.

$6.00
EXOTIC PINK 2W-P Smooth creamy white, pointed petals of good form.
Narrow trumpet like cup opens yellow but after a few days turns to a deep
bronzy-watermelon pink to the base. Very eye-catching. Medium sized and
very upright. LATE. $2.50
FOND MEMORIES 2W-P A very pretty flower. White perianth and a cup
that opens pink. A good garden flower. MID. $3.00
MABEL TAYLOR 2W-P One of the best pinks. Good white perianth and a
heavily frilled cup with a broad band of brightest pink over yellow. LATE.
$1.00 (Picture page 20)
MRS OSCAR RONA LDS 2W-P A truly beautiful pink. Pure white overlapping perianth and the fairly long cup is a very deep shade of pink. Lasts well.
LATE. $1.50
PEGGY DETTMANN 2W-P Pure white shovel shaped perianth of perfect
form and substance. The long cup is a deep strawberry pink, open and serrated
at the mouth. Medium length stem. Very vigorous. LATE. $3.00
PINKA 2W-P Long slender cup flushed quite bright apricot pink throughout
and a well formed white perianth. LATE. $1.25
PINKADEL 2W-P A tall, strong growing pink of medium size. Nice white
perianth. Cup being a light shell pink. LATE. $1.25 (See bulk lots) (Picture
page 23)
PINK FRILLS 2W-P A magnificent flower of beauty and quality. The large
size cup opens a lemon coloured pink, after a few days it turns to a beautiful
pink shade, with a lovely frill. LATE. $3.00
PINK GALORE 2W-P A unique flower among the pinks having a long cup
of deep strawberry pink. Although the perianth is not regular in shape it is still
popular because of the cup colouring. LATE. $1.50
PINK LACE 2W-P A sensational pink. It has a lovely rosy pink, heavily
frilled large cup, with a lovely white perianth. Much admired. MID. $3.00, 6
for $15.00 (Picture page 4)
PINK SURPRISE 2W-P White pointed perianth of medium size. The cup
opens creamy, then gradually turns to a beautiful dark pink. LATE. $2.00
PORT LATTA LASS 2W-P The long smooth perianth is like satin, the long
trumpet like cup is a shade of medium shell pink, which it retains for a long
time. LATE. $3.00
SAVAGE RIVER 2W-P Smooth white perianth with broad overlapping
segments. Shapely long cup is deep rose pink throughout, flanged at the top.
Long stem. Good show flower. MID. $5.00

(6,44-01 .

SHIRLEY ANNE 2W-P A lovely flower. Pure white perianth and a bright
pink edged cup which pales after a few days. Very vigorous. Good cut flower.
LATE. $1.25, 12 for $12.50
SICILY 2W-P Off white perianth with a long frilled cup that's banded with
dark pink. Tall strong stem. MID. $1.25
SLIP 2W-P Extremely good pink. A very large flower with a white perianth
and large, long cup of pink. This flower opens pink and keeps the same colour.
Flowers about the same time as My Word. EARLY. $7.50
SONIA SLOAN 2W-P An early show pink. Nice white perianth and lovely
pale shell pink cup. One of the first pinks to flower. EARLY. $2.00
WOODLEA 2W-P A flower very much the same formation as My Word, but
a little larger. White perianth and the cup while not as intense as My Word is
a very rich shell pink to the base. Has good substance and lasts very well.
MID. $5.00

WHITE PERIANTH, WHITE LARGE CUP
DIVISION 2W-W
(Many whites open cream or yellow and pass to white with age)
FIRST FROST 2W-W A very smooth flower with well overlapping perianth
and long narrow, absolutely straight trumpet like cup. Tall strong plant.
Reliable exhibition variety. MID. $2.00
KNOWEHEAD 2W-W This flower though a cup is nearly a trumpet in
appearance. Pure white throughout, with broad overlapping shovel pointed
perianth standing at right angles to the neatly proportioned, beautifully flanged
and rolled cup. Strong stem. LATE. $4.00
RHAPSODY 2W-W A flower of crystal-like whiteness. The perianth has
large overlapping and well rounded petals of enormous substance. The nicely
balanced large cup has a slightly flanged and serrated mouth, and attractive
green tinge in the base. Strong stem. This flower opens white. MID. $3.00, 6
for $15.00 (Picture page 22)
SNOWFLAKE 2W-W Flat white shovel pointed perianth. The cup opens
lemon and fades to pure white with a touch of sea-green in the throat. MID. $1.25

.11OLOURED PERIANTH, WHITISH LARGE CUP
DIVISION 2Y-W
ILOQUIN 2Y-W A very smooth, perfectly formed flower. Although not
large, it is all quality in texture and colour. The somewhat reflexing perianth
is smooth with satin-like texture. The cup changes from lime green to pure
white after a few days. LATE. $3.00

WHITE PERIANTH, COLOURED SMALL CUP
DIVISION 3 W-COLOURED
yoGGy DEW 3W-W Round, overlapping perianth of purest white. Smallish
/frilled white cup with a deep sage-green centre. LATE. $2.50
3W-W Broad circular perianth, very smooth and flat with a shallow
cup of pale cream. Tall growing and free bloomer. LATE. $1.50, 3 for $4.00
*-.1EVOSE
OUR DARLING 3W-WR A sweet and attractive flower. The perianth is of
the purest white possible, fully rounded and extremely overlapping. The very
shallow cup is also white and has a lovely crinkled edge which is vivid red.
Greatly admired. LATE. $6.00

`PLACID 3W-Y Large flower carried on a very tall stem. Pure white perianth
with broad overlapping minor petals. Very serrated cup tinged with lemonyellow. One of the best in its class. MID. $3.00

DOUBLE DAFFODILS
DIVISION 4
CAMELLIA 4Y-Y Both major and minor petals are an even pale yellow.
Petals are neatly compacted and very even. A very pretty double. MID. $5.50
CHEERFULNESS (White) Flower is creamy white, slightly shaded orange
in the centre. Several blooms on a stem. LATE. $1.50, 3 for $4.00 (Picture
page 19)
CHEERFULNESS (Yellow) Same form as above but all yellow. LATE.
$1.50, 3 for $4.00
ERLICHEER 4W-YW Flowers in early July in some areas, on strong stems.
The head is a mass of soft, creamy-white double flowers. Very sweetly
scented. Free flowering and rapid increaser. EARLY-MID. $1.30, 12 for
$13.00 (Picture page 19)
GOLDEN DUCAT 4Y-Y A most remarkable double. A sport of King
Alfred. Carried on a very sturdy stem the huge flowers are like golden
camellias. But only grows best in cooler mountain areas. MID. $1.75, 6 for
$9.00 (Picture page 19)
TARVELLE 4W-YW A very neat white and lemon double. The back petals
are white and the centre mainly close lemon petals interspersed with white
petals that protrude further than the lemon. Strong stem. VERY LATE. $5.00
TWINK 4Y-0 This double has fairly open formation. Major petals are
primrose and minor petals are orange. MID. $2.50
SWANSDOWN 4W-W A delicate looking flower. Full rounded flat white
perianth that is separate from the double centre of the flower. Most unusual.
LATE. $6.00

TRIANDUS HYBRIDS
DIVISION 5
TRESAMBLE 5W-W Several exquisite glistening white flowers to each
stem. Flowers are erect and well formed. Stems are strong and tall. Blooms
freely over a long period. LATE. $2.00, 6 for $10.00

CYCLAMINEUS DAFFODILS
DIVISION 6
(One small reflexing flower on a short stem. Ideal for rockeries.)
(Stocks are limited, so maximum is 3 bulbs per order.)
BERYL 6Y-0 A very dainty little daffodil with reflexed creamy petals and a
tiny cup of brick-orange. Stem is about 20-25 cm long. MID. $5.00
CHARITY MAY 6Y-Y A beautiful flower of soft clear yellow. Broad
overlapping and very reflexed petals. The cup is frilled. MID. $4.50
DOVE WINGS 6W-Y Soft, white reflexing petals set off the primrose yellow
cup, which is medium length. MID. $4.00, 3 for $10.00 (Picture page 6)
JACK SNIPE 6W-Y Starry off-white petals and a small yellow cup. A very
dainty flower that grows about 15-20 cm high. MID. $4.00, 3 for $10.00
JETFIRE 6Y-O Pale yellow reflexing perianth and a medium length cup of
orange. Very floriforous and multiplies well. MID. $7.50
LITTLE GENTLEMAN 6Y-Y A perfect little flower of rich yellow throughout. Like a miniature King Alfred. MID. $4.50

JONQUILLA DAFFODILS
DIVISION 7
(1 to 3 flowers per stem, wiry leaves, perfumed.)

GOLD SPRITE 7Y—Y A beautiful rich yellow flower, having two or more
z flowers on a stem. LATE. $1.00, 12 for $10.00
74- JACKIE 7Y—Y A fine jonquil hybrid of good form and colour which is a
ovh- tiCh yellow throughout. One or two flowers per stem. MID. $1.00, 12 for
$10.00
JONNO 7Y—Y A beautiful tall variety with a rich gold, smooth perianth and
short straight-edged cup. The whole flower is of silken smooth texture. A
comparatively small flower. MID. $1.00, 12 for $10.00

TAZETTA DAFFODILS
(Bunch

)i414

DIVISION 8
flowering, 2 to 12 flowers per stem, perfumed.)
(Commonly known as Jonquils.)

XERXES 8Y-0 1 to 3 flowers on strong stems. Large yellow perianth and
eat small orange cup. LATE. $1.50, 3 for $4.00
ERANIUM 8W-0 Pure white perianth and dark orange cup with 2-6
• flowers per stem. The colour contrast makes this flower very striking and it
has a lovely perfume. LATE. $2.00, 6 for $10.00 (Picture page 2)
GOLDEN PERFECTION 8Y—Y 2 or 3 large all yellow flowers on strong
ii
stems. Perfumed. LATE. $1.25, 6 for $6.00
GRAND MONARQUE 8W—Y White perianth, creamy yellowish cup with
large anthers. Strongly scented. Each stem carries any number of flowers
usually 5-10 per stem. Good increaser. MID. $1.00, 12 for $10.00
RAND PRIMO 8YW—Y Similar colouring to Grand Monarque but the
flowers are half the size. Up to 18 flowers per stem. Scented. EARLY—MID.
$1.00
GRAND SOLEIL D'OR 8Y—O Everyone's favourite. Golden yellow
perianth, bright orange cup. Up to 14 florets per stem. Scented. EARLY. 3
bulbs for $2.00, 12 for $7.00 (Picture page 2)
HIGHFIELD BEAUTY 8Y—YO A bunch of smart, unusually large flowers
with greenish-orange cup. Tall strong stems. LATE. $1.00, 12 for $10.00
AI (Picture page 7)
HIGHFIELD DELIGHT 8Y-0 Same form as above but with a bright
orange cup. Flowers later than Highfield Beauty. LATE. $4.00
MATADOR 8Y—R One of the greatest tazettas ever raised. 1 to 4 flowers per
stem. Bright yellow perianth and lovely little cup of brightest orange-red.
Tall and beautifully perfumed. LATE. $7.50
• SCARLET GEM 8Y—R 1 to 4 flowers a stem. Overlapping yellow perianth
and small brick red crinkled cup. LATE. $3.50
SILVER CHIMES 8W—W Beautiful large bunch of up to 10 florets on each
stem. Each white floret has a shining cream bell-like cup. LATE. $1.50, 6 for
$750 (Picture page 2)

POETICUS RECURVUS 10W—GYR Often called the Poets Daffodil or
Pheasants Eye. The latest flowering of them all and one of the most delightful.
The fluted, glistening white perianth segments are a wonderful contrast to the
little eye rimmed with red. VERY LATE. 3 bulbs for $2.50,12 for $8.50 (Picture
page 24)
VAN SION 10Y—GY A very popular double. The petals are tightly packed
golden yellow and green. Ideal for rockeries or naturalising. EARLY. $1.00

SPLIT CORONA DAFFODILS
DIVISION 11
AHOY 11W—Y A pretty medium sized flower. White perianth and yellow split
cup that sits flat against the back. EARLY. $6.00
ORANGERY 11Y—OY White overlapping perianth, with a very bright orange
split corona edged faintly with yellow. Wonderful contrasting colour in this
flower. LATE. $8.00
SOHO 11W—Y A flower of bright colouring. The perianth is milky white while
the large split cup is a bright shade of yellow. The perianth protrudes through
the cup. Very vigorous grower. LATE. $6.00

SPECIES DAFFODILS
DIVISION 10
PAPER WHITE 10W—W Pure white with several small flowers on a 250 mm
stem. VERY EARLY. 3 bulbs for $2.00
16

Mixed Daffodils— see page 22
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Fairy Wonder — see page I I

Cheerfulness — see page IS

Fried Egg — see page 12

Golden Ducat — see page 15

Magnifique — see page 9

Jonquil Erlicheer — see page 15
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OTHER BULBS FOR SALE
LEUCOJUMS (Aestivum) The common Snowflake. Great for naturalising
and rockeries. Leave down for many years. 3 bulbs for $2.50, 12 for $8.50
(picture page 23)
DUTCH IRIS: All varieties are 5 bulbs for $4.00
WEDGEWOOD Light blue with yellow on tongue. First to flower.
APOLLO White standards, yellow falls. Second to flower.
WHITE CLOUD All white, yellow on tongue. Third to flower.
VISCOUNT Very dark blue, yellow on tongue. Last to flower.
SCILLAS Spanish Blue Bells and Pink Bells. 10 bulbs for $4.50, 50 for $17.00
(picture this page)
TULIPS: (Bulbs must be dug yearly and stored in a cool place. Plant in May
when soil has cooled down.)
BURGUNDY LACE Very deep pink with unusual fringed petals. Tall.
LATE. $2.00
CANOPUS First cross hybrid. A large flower of vivid red with a dark base.
Tall, robust and makes large bulbs. LATE. $1.20
GOLDEN APELDOORN Yellow with black base. Cut flower type. MID.
$1.20 (picture page 21)
KEES NELIS Lovely red with distinct yellow band. MID. $2.00
KINGSBLOOD Deep blood red tulip. LATE. $2.00
MAUREEN Cream buds that mature to white. Very tall. LATE. $2.00
NEGRITTA Dark purple in colour. Medium height. EARLY. $2.00
(picture page 21)
PINK IMPRESSION Medium pink. Vigorous. Medium height. MID.
$2.00 (picture page 21)
QUEEN OF NIGHT Well known as the black tulip. LATE. $3.50
RED MATADOR A modern hybrid of dark red. Tall cut flower type. MID.
$1.20
VIVEX Large bright orange bloom with a lovely yellow edging. $2.00
WALTER SCHEEL All yellow ideal for pots. EARLY. $1.20
ROCK TULIP: SAXATILIS (The Satin Tulip) Lilac petals with a bright
yellow base opening out in the sun. 3 to 5 flowers on a stem. Flowers very
freely, good grower, ideal to plant under deciduous trees. Leave in the one spot
for years. 3 bulbs for $5.00 (picture page 23)

Negritta — see page 20

Golden Apeldoorn —
see page 20

Mabel Taylor— see page 13
Pink Impressions — see page 20

Scillas Pink and Blue — see this page
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August Pink
see page 13

Rhapsody —
see page 14

BULK LOTS
Special prices for those who like the effect of massed displays.
VARIETY
$ per
MIXED DAFFODILS
KING ALFRED
CARLTON
ERLICHEER
FAIRY WONDER
GRAND MONARQUE
GRAND SOLEIL D'OR
MAGNIFIQUE
NEW IDEA
PINKADEL
POETICUS RECURVUS
PTOLEMY
RUSS HOLLAND
SILVER CHIMES
WALTER J. SMITH
WANDIN GLORY
LEUCOJUMS (SNOWFLAKES)

50
25
26
26
45
35
27
24
26
35
45
27
24
35
45
35
25
30
22

100
43
44
44
85
65
50
40
44
65
85
50
40
65
85
65
43
55

300
110
I Is
115

105
115

105

